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Dear Lisa: 

I am writing in reference to the Assamese writing system in the Unicode. As you know at present, there is no 
separate script for writing the Assamese language in the Unicode. Assamese are writing the language with a 
script that is being reserved as 'Bengali' script with the addition of two additional letters. This is creating lot of 
resentment among the Assamese people since historically Assamese is an older language with a separate 
independent script of its own. Since the nineteenth century, the Assamese and Bengalis both use almost the 
same script in printing press. It is like the case of the Roman script which is being used by many languages. 
The common Assamese-Bengali (as well as Maithili and Oriya) script is historically called 'Kamrupi' script 
which may be used for the present Assamese-Bengali Unicode script now. In this case, there are two 
options for us. 

In view of above, we would request the Unicode, on behalf of the Assamese people, to do either of the 
following: 

(1) Rename the present Unicode Bengali script (with the addition to two letters) as the Kamrupi script. 
(2) Or, to kindly create a separate slot in the Unicode for the Assamese scripts. 

I this regard, I am attaching some historical background writings on the scripts of the two languages for your 
kind information. We are also requesting the Govt of Assam to become s member of the Unicode if that will 
help the cause of the Assamese. 
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Languages, Scripts and the Unicode 

Raj en Barua 

The Unicode is a global consortium of the computing industry standard. For the layman, it may 
be taken as the modem printing press in the Internet; through the Unicode one can write in different 
languages in the Internet. At present, a silent debate is going on in the use of the Unicode scripts for 
writing Assamese in the Internet because the script being offered for writing Assamese is called the 
'Bengali' Script. This brings to the forefront the old sensitive question again, "Are Assamese using the 
Bengali script for writing? And ifnot, why the Unicode script is being called, the 'Bengali'script?" 
This article is written to address both these issues. 

The answer to the frrst question is a big, No. Assamese has its own separate independent script, 
the paleography of which goes back to the 5th century AD which is much older than that ofthe Bengali 
script. While the developments of both these similar scripts occurred in parallel, the Assamese script 
has retained its own separate identity since the fifth century AD continuously down to the nineteenth 
century AD in various stone inscriptions, copper plates and manuscripts. After the nineteenth century 
AD, however, with the advent of modem printing press, both the languages are using exactly the same 
script except for two letters: the Assamese if (r) and ~ (v). In modem Bengali script, the if (r) is 

written as!f (r) and the letter ~ is absent in modem Bengali. A brief history of the developments of 
these two particular identifying letters in the two scripts would throw some interesting lights on many 
other aspects of the issues. Amongst others, it would be seen that the two letters, if and ~, were also 
there in the Bengali script till recent times. 

Basically, the East Indian languages i.e. Assamese, Bengali, Maithili and Oriya, all trace the 
origins of their scripts from the same common Brahm; script of Ashokan days. According to many 
scholars, at one time, these four languages and their scripts were more or less the same. There is much 
truth in the statement. The manuscript of the 'Caryagitikosa' (also called 'Crayapada') may be taken 
as a case in point. In the beginning of the twentieth century, Haraprasad Shastri, a Bengali scholar, 
discovered this manuscript of medieval Buddhist mystical songs in the Royal Library of Nepal, and he 
published these as "The Buddhist Songs and Couplets in a thousand years old Bengali Language'. 
Since then, Assamese, Oriya and Maithili language also made claims these Caryagitis as their own. Dr 
Suniti Kumar ChatteIji rightly stated that this common claim simply indicate that at one time all these 
languages were more closely related. The Caryagitis were probably composed between the eighth and 
the twelfth century AD. Dr. Bani Kanta Kakaty, Dimbmeswar Neog and many other Assamese 
scholars have shown through detail analysis that the language of the Caryagitis resembles present 
Assamese more than any of the other three languages. It is more likely that the language of the 
Charyagitis was the old Assamese (Kamrupi) mixed with some Maithili words. The Assamese X sound 
is also present in the Caryagitis. So fur as the script is concerned, the Assamese letter if is visible in it 

although it was written as <f with the inside fully blackened which may be either the result of the pen 

style used or it may indicate that the Assamese if was starting to fonn at that time. The Assamese letter 

~ was also there which was however written as similar to <f • 
Besides these Charyagitis, there are some other old manuscripts which both the Assamese and 

the Bengali claim to be their own. These include, the 'Gopi Chandrer Gan', the 'Krishna Kirtan' and 
the'Sunya Puran '. For the purpose of analyzing the script, we will take the manuscript of the'Krishna 
Kirtan' of the fourteenth century which is being shown as a valued specimen of Bengali literature in 
the mediaeval period. The 'Krishna Kirtan' shows its influence from an earlier work namely the 'Gita 
Govinda' of Jayadeva of Maithili language, and is a compilation of love songs of Radha and Krishna 
with some erotic touch. The manuscript was discovered in 1919 in the Bakura district of Bengal. In 
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this manuscript also the Assamese'if is very prominently visible. Late Dimbeswar Neog, the Assamese 
scholar, has shown through analysis that the language of the Krishna Kirtan was nearer to modem 
Assamese than to modem Bengali, a fact that was admitted by many Bengali scholars. To quote Neog, 
one Bengali scholar was so much impressed that he commented in Bangiya Sahitya Parishad Patrika, 
"This proves that either (1) the Krishna Kirtan has travelled through the land of the Assamese 
language or (2) that the two languages were at one time the same in the past". Needless to say that the 
former was the correct conclusion. Anyhow the manuscript of the Krishna Kirtan clearly shows that 
the Assamese 'if was being used in Bengali till. the 14th century. It is sometimes only later that the 

Assamese 'if changed to the present !if in the Bengali language. Although details are sketchy, this 
development seems interesting. 

First let us see how long the Assamese 'if prevailed in the Bengali script after the fourteenth 
century. According to a paper written by Dr. Mitali Chatterji of Bengal, (as quoted by Dr Upendranath 
Goswami in his Asomiya Lipi), in some inscriptions of Bengal the 'if was written with a dot inside the 

<f. Then again from seventeen century, the Assamese 'if was seen in various Bengali inscriptions in 
Bengal. According to Narayan Das, an Assamese scholar (ref his Biswalipir Bhumika), even in the 
Gazette of Bengal of 1786 published in Calcutta, the Assamese 'if was used. During the eighteenth 
century, various Portuguese and Dutch missionaries published various samples of Bengali writings in 
London, Lisbon and other cities abroad. In all these, normally the Assamese 'if was written. We also 
fmd a <Bengali-Sanskrit Dictionary' written by Graves Haughton in 1833 (courtesy of Azizul Hauque 
of Guwahati) where also the Assamese 'if is used. All these shows that the Assamese 'if was the 
standard letter in Bengali language instead ofthe present !if till the nineteenth century. 

Compared to 'if, the history of the ~ is not very clear. It has been stated earlier, that Assamese 

paleographic records show the ~ in fifth century AD stone inscription. During the time of the 

Caryagitis and the medieval time, the ~ seems to be mixed with <f • At times, it was also seen that the 
letter ~ was written with a dot below the <f i.e. like the present Bengali !if . Notably, we see this in the a 
inscription of 1744 AD ofKamakhya of Ahom King Promotto Singho. This is also seen in the silver 
coin ofAhom king Rudro Singho in 1700 AD. Except for such exceptions, the Assamese maintained 
the ~ in various Assamese literature of later period. Compared to this, the history of the ~ in Bengali 
seems to be a bit chaotic. This may probably be due to the fact Bengal was under the Muslim 
occupation, completely cut off from Assam during the medieval period. Anyhow, it is interesting to see 
a Bengali-Sanskrit Dictionary published in 1876 edited by John Mendies where besides the Bengali !if, 
the Assamese 'if was used to represent the letter ~. Thus the dictionary spells word the word 
'porvana' (warrant) as '>1!iMliil • and 'palovan' (a strong guy) as '>11CG1lCinii etc. From this it is seen 

that the history of the ~ is a bit chaotic in Bengali, and it seems that in the nineteenth century different 
people were using the letters 'if, !if and ~ differently. Eventually however, the Bengali lost the ~ 
letter completely. 

From what we know, the tum of events probably occurred in the following manner. In the 
nineteenth century there was a renaissance in Bengal. One of the cultural leaders of this renaissance 
was the Bengali scholar Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar who was also a social reformer. Around 1850, he 
published a reformed Bengali alphabet (Bornomala) that contained 12 vowels and 40 consonants. This 

alphabet shows the Bengali !if. This Vidyasagar alphabet has since become the ideal alphabet of the 

modem Bengali language all over. If that is so, it may be said that the present !if got its frrm footing in 
Bengali alphabet only during mid or late nineteenth century. It is also probable that it was due to this 
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Vidyasagar alphabet that the Bengali lost the ~ completely from the language, because this Vidyasagar 

alphabet did not show the ~ letter. 

The following may be said of the ~. Although from the point ofpronunciation, there are is not 

much difference between <f and ~, the ~ however carries a long tradition of thousand of years starting 

from the Brahmi script. The Sanskrit language also has the ~ letter. In Assamese it serves a great 

purpose and help in writing such Assamese words as~, ~, t~, ~ etc. Besides, ~ is 

very much needed in writing words like ~~ (Washington). It is not that a section of Bengalis 
don't feel the need of the letter. Late Dimbeswar Neog at one time suggested that the Bengali may still 
incorporate this traditional ~ letter its language. We may also suggest that Bengali may pick up this 
old letter that was lost during the confusion in the nineteenth century. It is said that late Dr Suniti 
Kumar Chatterji was in favor of adopting this ~ letter, and he even used the ~ in some of his Bengali 
writings. 

It is clear from the above discussions that the scripts ofAssamese and Bengali and as well as of 
Maithili and Oriya all originated from a common eastern source and all developed independently. This 
common eastern source is rightly be called the Kamrupi script because when the this common script 
originated in Kamrup in the 5th 

/ 7th century AD, the kingdom of Kamrup not only covered present 
Assam but extended all over North Bengal and included parts of Mithila upto the present Koshi river 
on the west. This Kamrupi script did not originate from Nagari or Devanagari script as some scholars 
would like to opine. It is from this common Kamrupi script that later the scripts of the four eastern 
languages developed in parallel. The Assamese script shows a continuous development from the early 
5th century upto the nineteenth century. During the middle ages, three different styles of Assamese 
scripts developed in Assam namely, Gorgoyan, Bamunia and Kaitheli on which various manuscripts 
are available. The Assamese script retained much of the original Kamrupi script including the q and 

the ~ letter. The Bengali script also developed, partly in isolation from others due to the Muhmmadan 

rule, and emerged in nineteenth century with changing the q to <f and losing the ~ letter. The Oriya 
script was later much influenced by the Tamil due to which it has acquired a circular shape, underneath 
which however the original Kamrupi script is still much visible. The Maithili also retained much of the 
original Kamrupi script including the q. 

In the nineteenth century, with the advent of the printing press, Assamese and Benglies are 
using the same scripts except for the two identifYing letters. Since the modern script of both these 
languages are exactly the same, many people confuse the script to be Bengali script due to broader 
publicity of the later language. There was a time when in the nineteenth century Assamese language 
had to fight for its own separate identity as a separate language which, thanks mainly to the Christian 
in Assam of the time, was now well established. However, due to general ignorance even amongst the 
scholars, the identity of the Assamese script as a separate and independent script was not properly 
recognized for a long time. Out of ignorance or self-pride, the Bengali scholars generally used to call 
this common script the Bengali script. In 1919, the Bengali scholar, R D. BaneJji wrote his essay, 'The 
Origin of the Bengali Script' where he gave a history of the development of the script through the 
Caryapada and Krishna Kirtan and other inscriptions. As a specimen of the modern Bengali writing, 
he actually presented an inscription of 1744 AD of King Promotto Singha in Kamakhya hill which is 
however a specimen of the Assamese script. However he not only called the script a Bengali script but 
also made a derogatory remark that Assamese does not have separate script of its own and are adopting 
this Bengali script in its language. That shows the complete ignorance of history of the scripts of the 
two languages. Unfortunately, at that time, there were no proper criticism from the Assamese scholars 
against his remarks, and this false impression was carried to the national level. For instance, we find 
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that later, Dr. Ahmed Hasan Dany in his 'Indian Paleography' published in 1961, made a careless 
remark without any proper study that the script of east India is the •Bengali' script and that Assamese 
is using the Bengali script. This view was however later properly criticized by the Assamese scholar 
Dimbeswar Neog who showed with scholarly analysis that Assamese and Bengali are two independent 
scripts and what the Bengali scholars were calling the Bengali script is actually the common script 
which should rightly be called the Kamropi script. Since then several Assamese scholars has discussed 
the subject of the history of the Assamese script and have established its position solidly. However on 
national and international level, the case is yet to be fully recognized. 

This brings us to the question as to why the Unicode is calling this common Assamese-Bengali 
script, the Bengali script. It is probable that Unicode is ignorant of the issue. The Assamese are also to 
be blamed for not pursuing the subject forcefully and establishing the separate identity of its script 
properly. In any case, the situation need to be corrected. There are two options which Unicode may do 
to rectifY the situation. (1) Rename the existing 'Bengali' script of the common script as 'Kamrupi' 
script. Or (2) Make a separate provision for the Assamese script in the Unicode. 

Assam Sahitya Sabha and other Assamese literary organizations and individuals should contact 
Unicode and should request to rectifY the position explaining the situation. It may be noted that at 
present both Govt ofIndia as well as Govt ofWest Bengal, Govt ofAndhra Pradesh etc are members of 
Unicode. It makes sense for the Govt ofAssam also become a member of Unicode so that it can play an 
active role by giving its due voice. Let us hope that the present issue would encourage the youths to do 
some more serious research on scripts ofthe Kamropi script which is badly needed. 

Author: 
Rajen Barua, an engineer by profession and a writer by passion. He lives in Houston, Texas. 
Address; 22506 Stormcroft Lane, Katy, TX 77450 
Ph: 713-677-9162 
Email: raienbarua~gmail.com 
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THE ASSAMESE SCRIPT 


The Assamese Script occupies an important place among the. 
scripts of eastern India. Assam is very fortunate in having 
inscriptions, both stone and copper-plate, from the fifth century 
A.D. to the beginning of the nineteenth century A.D. A close study 
of these inscriptions show that the Assamese script has developed 
OI.it of these inscriptions and has taken its modern shape. Many 
writers have written about this script, but nobody has tried to 
analyse its development through these inscriptions. T. P. Verma in 
his book, "Development of Script in Ancient Kamrupa", 'has made 
the significant 'remark that since Assam has a separate culture of 
its own and also since the beginning of the fifth century A.D. right 
up to the eighteenth century A.D., the Kings of Assam have issued 
their own records, the development of Assamese script can be 
studied on its own. Traching back the' history of the Assamese 
Script we come to the Umacal Rock-Inscription of 
Surendravarman of the fifth century A.D. Another inscription of an 
earlier date is the Nagajari-Khanikargaon stone-inscription. Of aU 
the inscriptions of ancient Assam only this one has the distinction 
of maintaining a difference between band v. 

The origin of the Assamese script is Brahmi and its 
developed form namely the Gupta script. Almost all the writers on 
Assamese script have remarked that it has developed out of 'the 
Kutila variation of the Gupta script of eastern India.' The existence 
of the Kutila variety has been stated to be from the sixth to' the 
nineth century A.D. But Assam has possessed the stone-inscription 
beginning from the fifth century A.D. If we compare the letters of 
the two inscriptions mentioned above with the letters of the Gupta 

script, we will find that the letters i k kh g c j, ~ ~, t d dh n, p b 

bh m, y r I v, S f? s h, ra, ja, na, dhi, ki, gu, k!, of the Umacal 
and Nagajari-Khanikargaon inscriptions are identical with the 
letters of the Gupta script. The copper-plate inscriptions of 
Bhask,aravarman of the seventh ~entury maintain the tradition of 
the Brahmi and Gupta scripts used in the earlier stone-inscriptions 
mentioned above. Among the copper-plate inscriptions of 
Bhaskaravarman the letters of the Nidhanpur. inscriptions show a 
marked difference. from those of the Dubi inscriptions. In this 
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connection the forms of the letters specially k r y sIb a to deserve 
mention.. The letters k b I of the Nidbanpur inscriptions and the 
ptesent~ay kh 1 are. exactly the same. Upto this time. the medial 
vowel signs have retained .the earlier forms. 

As we proceed from the seventh. to the· nineth century a 
remarkable· change in the letters of the copper-plate iDscriptions is 
noticed. The letters of the copper-plates of the nineth and the early 
tenth century appear to have begun. to take the modem Assamese 
forms. By this time a complete change in the use of the medial 
vowel signs has taken. place and this change is towards the 
direction of· the .. mOdem .. forms. Many single and conjunct 
consonants also appeared in their present Shapes. The Parvatia 
inscriptions of Vanamalavarmadeva, the Uttarbarbil, Ulubari,· and 
Nowgong copper-plate inscriptions of Valavarman III bear 
testithonyto this. In theseiriscriptions the letters a a u'ii e au ;kh 

g gil jff ; db, tth d'n ; ph b m ; y I ; .:; s ; mh ; ndr, tr, mb, sm, 
ii j, gn, II, and rmm have acquired the present-day Assamese forms. 
Thus it may safely be said that the Assamese script took a deftnite 
shape in the nineth and early part .of the tenth century A.D. Here 
isa specimen from the Nowgongcopper-plate inscriptions of 
Valavarman III (885-910) showing a num.,er of letters having 
exactly themOdein Assamese forms : 

~b}l (jJ(c1S\~ i!,~~~flJ "~21~Sl\ l\~~ID 

~'lf~~(i;rta\' ~~It:~'C"~ ~~lsjJ-q~ 

tt~al~ I ~Si'll$i'~l.;!PI~<l<i' . 


(tr3ilokya vijaya tonga yenapalutam yaso mahendrasya KamariJpe 
jitakai:naruph ptagjyotisakhyam puramadhyuvasa rajaptajaran,iana 
labdhavamno) 

~ ift· ~ 
The history. of·the Assamese script may be studied· jfi.itJli'ee 

stages. The Assamese script .of the period ranging· from the ftfth t.o 
the thirteenth century may be tenned as the ancient Assamese 
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script or the Kamarupi ScripL The Assamese script of the period
oogiiming fr.om the. fOurteenth century t.o the middle of the 
niI1eteenth century (just up to the publication .of Arunodaya) is the 
mediaeval Assamese script. The Asssamese script from the date of 
publication of Artmodaya (1846 A.D.) to the present time maybe 
called the mOdem Assamese script. If the'letters of the stone and 
copper-plate inscriptions from the fIfth to the thirteenth century are 
minutely observed, one can clearly see how the Assamese letters 
gradmdly dfwel.oped and took their modem forms. Apart from the 
medial vowels signs other vowels and consonants also developed. 

The deVeloped letters are namely a a e .0 au ; k kh g ghj fi ; 4Q.b 
," :" '" . ". 

t th d n ;ph b bh m, Y18 S s k~. The development of these letters 
may be shown without the help of any hypothetical forms. Some 
letters .have developed later on and their developments are 
preserved. in the stone and copper-plate inscriptions from the 
foUrteenth to the nineteenth century. In the Nilacala stone
inscription of Kamakhya (1565) the letters r and v are preserved in 
the modem Assamese forms. The· other developed letters are 
namely i ti 'ii ai II cch jh t th {l db P r vh., 

Over and, above the conjunct consonants that have been found 
in the copper-plate inscriptions and have already'been mentioned, 
a large number of other conjunct consonants are met with in the 
inscriptiOns beginning from the fIfth t.o the tIUrteenth century. Some 
of these conjuncts have acquired the present-day forms and others 
have preserved the stages of developments t.owards the modem 
shapes. -Thus a strong foundation .of the Assamese script has been 
laid by the ancient Assamese script or. the Kamarupiscript. In this 
connection the remarks of Dimbeswar Ne.og deserve special 
mention .. , He writes : 'The so-called Bengali script and Maithili 

~~etare,!~"~!L~~~2~~e.s~~_~_~~=!!l~~~,~~1!!~ 
f!'Q~~ich~~~.~_~ _~...!!tpl~..J~ave_~m?M.3:teI:L!\Jl(L.~~<t 
~~~~L<2!!~~so-caUed." Because of this reason probably 
R. D. Banerji;the'iumOroTTfieOrigin .of the Bengali Script, bad 
to Claim the copper·plare inscription (1744 A.D.) recording the 
dedication .of the image ..of Atmatakesvara at Kamakhya near 
Guwahati in Assam as the 'modem Bengali inscription' and fotmd 
the ftnal development of Bengali script in it. It is also worth 
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mentioning here that many of the letters that have developed up to 
the thirteenth. century ,in the inscriptions of Assam, are ,found 
indentical in, the Bhublmeswar stone-inscription of, Orissa of the 
thirteenth century A.D. As mentioned by Sukumar Sen "the fully 
articulated BengaJialphabet appears in the twelftlt century, for 
instance in the Tarpandighi, grant of Laksmanasena.". Many letters 
of this inscription bear similarity with the letters of the Kamarupi 
script. At present the Assamese script differs with the Bengali 
script in the case of two letters namely rand v. In the manuscript 
of Srikrisnakirtana '(copied in the seventeenth or the'eigbteenth 
century)' the modem Assarilese fonn of r is preserved~ Dr Mitali 
Chatterji in her paper "Development of 'r' in the Bengali script as 
found in Inscription" writes that perhaps towards the end of 10th 
century Bengali alphabet emerged as a full-fledged distinct script. 
In the same paper she has mentioned that 'r' was written with a dot 
'inside the letter 'b' in many inscriptions beginnirig from 1545 A.D. 
Again this 'r' was written like tbe present day 'r' in AsSsam.ese ~n 
many inscriptions scattered all over Bengal beginning from 1625 
A.D. In her own words "during the period of 17th to.18thceJ'itury~ 
inscriptions bearing. 'r' (of the present day Assamese) were very , 
c6mmon." On the other hand the modem Oriya and Maithili scripts 
have embraced a good number of the ancient, mediaeval, and 
modem Assamese letters. ' 

The Assamese script,has developed gradually out of the 
letters of the, .stone and copper-plate inscriptions beginning from 
the. fifth to the ninet~nth century. During this period not only the , 
medial vowel signs but also, the letters a 'i i u u e ai 0 au ; k kb 

g gh il, c chjjh ii, !,\h ~~.t1, tth d dh n,.pph b bhm; y r I v.; 

S f s h. k, m\l. tr,dr, Ddt, t1~. fie. iij, go,ll, gj,db, sm. nnm, ilk; 
Dg kr gr, bj, str, tt,cc, stu" dru, ru, til k!, tu etc. acquired tbe fonns 

of the letters of the modern Assamese script. To speak in a different 
way it may be stated that in the stone and copper-pJate inscriptions 
of Assam the Assamese script originated and developed. In the 
development of a script three' factors namely 'the' 'technical, 
development, a desire for speed and simplification. and the taste for 
better or ornamental fonns' are generally thought to be responsible. 

I. Sen, S. : History of Bengali Literature. 1960 p. 1(1 

'6¥>t ifhil ~ It 

In the case of the development of the Assamese script too these 
tendencies have worked. 

There is a different picture of the Assamese script also. Assam 
possesses a, mass of Sanskrit and Assamese manuscripts written in 
the, Assamese script, covering several centuries of the mediaeval 
period of its history. ''The extant manuscripts show that s'icip'it 

from aIde wood and turap'it (Cotton Leaves) constituted the main 
writing materials ..•. the ink that was used in writing was invariably 
prepared frotp silikha (terminalia citiina) and bull's urine. The 
durability of the ink and its glossy cnaracter are evidenced by the 

Ifact that we have manuscripts of the 14th century A.D., if not 
earlier, in a very good condition."2 Writing on the cannons, bricks, 
and coins iIi the Assamese script is also available. In all these and 
in the innumerable manuscripts the tradition of the writing as found 
in the stone and copper-plate inscriptions bas been followed. The 
use of the Assan::tese script (as developed in the writings of the 
inscriptions) in writing the Sanskrit and AssaJ'ilese manuscripts has 
proved its intrinsic strength. , 

The mediaeval Assamese script, especially the script used in 
. writing the manuscripts, bas been classified in several styles and 

are designated as GruJgana, B'imuftTy'i, K1.ithelT, and LahkarT. It 

has been said that there is very little diffemce between the 

Kiitheli and LakharT styles. In tbe ordinary eye, three styles of 

writing are quite distinct. They are GaQgai'i'i, B'imunly'i, and 

Kiitheli. In the words of Mabeswar Noog "'the most widely used 

type was known as GruJgaii'i ikbar possibly betause it has its main 

centre of culture the Ahom capital,GruJglon. The traditional 

Sanskrit scholars had their own style, SainoriTy'i, generaIJyuSed in 

the preparation of Sanskrit texts. The writer caste, Kayasthas, 
ag3in, stuck to their own method of writing. Their system became 

known as KiithelT or sometimes LahkarV" Most of the historical 

2. Choudhury. P. C. : Education in Ancient ASsam and the extent of Royal 
patronage: 'The Cotton College DiamoadJubiloo Commemoration Volume. 

3. Neog, M. : Origin and Development of Easkm Indian Script : Prof. S. K. 
8huyan Commemoration Volume, 1966. 
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chronicles (buraiijis)are written in the Gat1gafil style. The 

Kiithelistyle is more prevelent in Lower Assam. 'Practically the 
difference among these three styles in formation of the letters are 
not wide. 

The Asssamese letters, ernployed in writing the'manuscripts, 
appeared in printed fOrIns due to the efforts of missioneries. The 
first printed Assamese bOok is the translation of the Bible by 
Atmaram Sharma, named Dharmapustak in 1813. This was first 
printed at Srirampur after the model of the letters of the Assamese 
manuscripts. As, stated by Nanda Talukdar "the forms of the letters 
of Dharmapustak and other Bengali books printed at that time are 
not the same. To a great extent the forms of the letters of 
Dharmapustak are similar with the letters employed in the 
manuscripts. The letters k!, ku, hu etc are completeiy of the 
Kiitheli style of the Assamese manuscripts."4 According to 
Sukumar Sen "The BeJlgalialphabet in its printed form took shape 
in 1778 when printing types were first cast by Charles Wilkins. 
There still remained a few archaic forms and these were finally 
replaced.in the middle of the nineteenth century." s.In 1839 in the 
Srirampur press the Assamese Grammar by Robinson was printed. 
Robinson "used the letter v and followed the writing tradition of 
the Assamese manuscripts~"6 At 'the time of, the publication 'of 
Anmodaya from Assam. the American Missioneries at the 
beginning brought the types cast on the model of the Assamese 
types used in Srirampur. They also brought the Assamese r. The 
use ofthe letter v bas been found in the issues of the first year 'of 
Arunodaya. Hemchandra. Baroa had to fight for its extensive use 
and ultimately he succeeded. Later on the missioneriesarraiiged 
the casting of types in Assamese within Assam. With the 
introduction of the printed types the letters of the various styles of 
writing. became unified. Altbough printed bOoks were available, 
the tradition of writing used. in the manuscripts continued up to the 
twentieth century in the hands of Sanskrit scholars, especially in 
the preparation of horoscrope written, in the Sanskrit language. The 
changes of the modern techniques of printing at thepreseni time 
are shaping the printing types differently at different times and 

4. 'DlIukdar. N. : Assam Bani::,Bihu Special, 1980. 
5. Sen. S. : History of Bengali Literature. 1960 p. 10 
6. Neog. M. : Asamiya Sahityar Ruprekha, 1974. 
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thus we are having different styles of printing. 
The discussion above leads us to the conclusion that the 
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Its tradltJon- has een mamtamed in the Assamese and Sanskrit 
·"manuscnpfS.1he'Missr6nenesprint~dth~first'Assames;Blble~i' 
SrirmfipU{:' after the model of the writing as found in the 
manuscripts. Later on the model of writing k!, ku, hr. hu, of the 
manuscripts were changed and the entire alphabet emerged as the 
modem Assamese alphabet. Thus the statements that "the present 
Assamese script was introduced by Christian missionary writers 
and the modem Assamese script is not a natural development of 
the script used in the manuscripts by the writers of the early 
nineteenth century and earlier" do not carry . any logic. The 
Kamarupi script developed into the .medieval Assamese script and 
the latter into the modem Assamese script. 

The Assamese script maintains some relationship with the 
Bengali, Oriya and the Maitheli scripts~ This relationship is 
continuing from the early period. From this relationship it may be 
said that the origin of the eastern India scripts, namely Assamese, 
Bengali, Oriya and Maitheli is the Kamrupiscript which is a 
developed form of the Gupta script. In the words ofT.P. Verma "at 
least upto the eighth century the flow of the political and cultural 
current was from Assam towards northern Bengafi".1 Again "there 
was very close connection between Mithila and Kamarupa. A part 
of Mithila was within Kamarupa."8 A close connection also existed 
between Orissa and Kamarupa. Ancient Kamarupa "composed the 
whole of North Bengal including Cooch-Behar and Rongpur and 
Jalpaiguri Districts of BengaL'" Under the circumstances the 
Assamese script played a significant role in the cultural sphere of 
eastern India. Like the history of the Assamese script. the history 
ofthe Assamese. language too, reminds us one eastern Indian 
cultural unit. . 

7 Verma, T. P. : Development of script in Ancient Kamrupa, 1976 • 
pp. 29,- 30. 

g Barna. K. L. : Early History of Kamarupa, pp. 92,- 93, 324 
9 Kai:ati, B. (ed.) : Aspects of Early Assamese Literature, p.2 
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